
Job Description Allegheny Woodworks

Position: Cabinet Maker / Finisher
$18-$21/hr to start
2 weeks paid vacation, paid holidays, paid sick leave, employer match 401k
Full time (8-4pm)

We are a team of 4 full time woodworkers, building and installing furniture and cabinets into the homes of our clients
in the mid Atlantic

We work with architects, builders, and homeowners bringing the highest quality, custom made, one-of-a-kind,
furnishings to the homes of our clients. From the design intent of the architect, to the planning of the fabrication, to
the building of the furniture, to the finishing of these pieces, to delivery and installation- our team works together on
every step of every project, the entire way through.

We want someone who has an interest in and or a facility for woodworking.  Maybe you haven't made cabinets but
you have been around construction or worked in your uncle's woodshop.  Maybe you've worked with your hands in the
arts and are committed to a career in this arena. To become part of our team, it is more important to be eager to learn
our trade and be good with your hands than already having the technical skills.  We can teach aptitude, you bring the
attitude.

The job will include:
● Site visit, inspection and measuring of new projects
● Team meetings to discuss new projects
● Review of ‘shop drawings’, the blue prints we produce to build each project
● Operating our CNC machine
● Processing of cabinet parts

○ Receiving materials and storing or “racking” them
○ Labeling and sorting parts as they are cut by the CNC router
○ Sanding edges of parts using our edge sanding tools
○ Applying hardwood edge or edge banding  of cabinet parts

● Assembly of basic cabinets
● Installing hardware on/in cabinets - includes but not limited too:

○ Drawers and drawer glides
○ Hinges
○ Roll out shelving
○ “Lift up” cabinet door hinges
○ Refuse roll out hardware
○ Blind corner systems
○ Pocket pivot door hardware
○ And a whole lot more

● Mounting of doors, drawer fronts and fixed panels
● Assembly of cabinets with complex joinery like open shelving
● Assembly of furniture pieces like tables, benches, desks, beds, etc - typically requiring the skill of miter

folding
● Sanding completed pieces in preparation of finishing
● Spray finishing, or coating our pieces in lacquer in the form of either paint or clear, in our state of the art

spray finishing booth
● Final assembly of pieces and prepping for delivery
● Delivery
● Shop maintenance and cleaning
● Bonus: You’ll have access to our shop to work on your own projects during off hours.

We will train our new team member to do things the way we do them, using techniques we have developed and tools
to support these practices.  The workplace culture in our organization places a high value on  communication, trust
and mutual respect and we have established an environment to make sure we can be heard. We meet, we talk, we
get to work. Mistakes are made, upsets occur. It’s always going to be part of each job. But with our model that is
constantly evolving, we position ourselves better to deal with the unexpected.  This model means using tools, from
chisels to table saws to computer numerically controlled robotic machines safely and properly. It means asking if
you’re unsure. To set up an interview, send a cover letter and your resume to me, Kendall Jackson, at
kendall@alleghenywoodworksllc.com. We look forward to meeting you.
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